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GTR R35
Adjustable stabilizer bars

BNF40Z

BNR36XZ

NOW AVAILABLE
Adjustable sway bars for the NISSAN R35 GTR SKYLINE
The front sway bar (BNF40Z) features a solid 33mm 3 point
adjustable set up, whilst there are 2 offerings for the rear sway
bar to counter the understeer characterisitics, due to the
understated 14mm original bar. One is pumped up to a solid
18mm (BNR36Z) in diameter, whilst the larger bar boasts 20mm
(BNR36XZ) in diameter. Both offer 3 points of adjustment
allowing their stiffness to be altered by increasing or reducing the
length of the lever arms.

WHITELINE BLADE
Whiteline R35 GTR adjustable sway
bars offer up to 3 points of
adjustment allowing in some cases
10 distinct stiffness settings for
precise handling bias adjustment

A sway bars objective is to reduce sway, or body roll, and
stabilise a vehicle under lateral (cornering) forces. Having
adjustability permits the roll stiffness to be tuned for different
situations without replacing the entire bar. The stiffer the bar, the
more force required to move the left and right wheels relative to
each other. This increases the amount of force required to make
the body roll.
Cornering loads are spread more evenly across the tyres
delivering more grip and frankly, that’s what it’s all about. You
also get improved tyre wear as your tyres stay flatter and more
upright. Comfort improves because your car sits flatter through
bends meaning less movement inside the vehicle.
Whiteline Swaybars are part of the Whiteline handling system.
Designed to match and integrate with Chassis Bracing and key
alignment products to deliver a fully balanced handling solution.
Polyurethane bushings are also included with lateral locks
finishing off the kit to prevent walking of the sway bar.
So without reducing comfort, a Whiteline Swaybar will make your
suspension system and tyres perform better, making the car
more responsive while delivering more grip.

NISSAN SKYLINE R35 GTR
BNF40Z
Front 33mm 3 point adjustable sway bar
BNR36Z Rear 18mm 3 point adjustable sway bar
BNR36XZ Rear 20mm 3 point adjustable sway bar
More info? www.whiteline.com.au
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